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Recent studies show how single neurons detect
binocular disparities. But how these signals are used
for stereoscopic perception remains a puzzle.
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One of the fundamental problems faced by the visual
system is that of reconstructing a three-dimensional
representation of the world from two-dimensional retinal
images. As first demonstrated by Wheatstone [1], combin-
ing information from two eyes is one of the most impor-
tant ways of achieving this. If the two eyes fixate a point in
space, then objects nearer or further than that point will
cast images onto different locations on the two retinae (see
Figure 1). When the brain detects such a binocular
disparity, a sensation of depth results — a phenomenon
known as stereopsis. Recent physiological studies are
giving us an insight into the mechanisms by which the
brain achieves this.
It has been known for thirty years that single neurons in
the primary visual cortex of the cat are disparity-selective
[2]. Disparity-selective neurons fire more action potentials
when a stimulus is presented to the two eyes with one par-
ticular disparity than they do for other disparities, even
though the same stimuli are being shown to the two eyes.
These neurons encode the relationship between the
images in the two eyes, making them suitable candidates
for providing the physiological substrate of stereopsis. 
From a mathematical standpoint there are several ways
that binocular disparities might be described. One is
simply to describe the difference in the retinal positions of
various features (such as lines or bars). A second uses
Fourier analysis to break down the image into a set of sine
waves, and then records the phase differences between
the eyes for each of these components. Both descriptions
contain the same information, but the way in which that
information is encoded is very different. Whether
binocular neurons use interocular phase differences —
phase disparities — or interocular position differences —
position disparities — to encode disparity therefore offers
valuable insights into how three-dimensional scenes are
represented in the brain. 
The two possibilities are illustrated in Figure 1. Visual
neurons only respond to light when it falls upon a restricted
region of the retina — the neuron’s receptive field. The
magnitude of the response to light varies smoothly across
the receptive field. A plot of the relationship between posi-
tion in the receptive field and neuronal response yields a
receptive field profile. If position disparities are used to
detect disparity, the receptive field profile should be
similar in the two eyes, but the location of the receptive
field will be different (Figure 1a). If phase disparities are
used, one would expect the location of the receptive field
to be the same in the two eyes, but the shape of the recep-
tive field profile should be different (Figure 1a).
DeAngelis and colleagues [3,4] obtained evidence in
support of the idea that the visual cortex uses phase
disparities in stereopsis by quantitatively mapping the
receptive fields of single cortical neurons in both eyes.
Figure 1
Depth perception based on binocular
disparities. The fovea of each eye fixates point
F; because object T is closer to the observer
than F, the image of T falls at different retinal
locations in the two eyes. The dotted line
marks the equivalent retinal location in the two
eyes. Neurons with receptive fields in both
eyes could detect this disparity in two ways.
(a) Position difference: the right eye receptive
field is an exact copy of the left eye receptive
field, but in a different retinal location. 
(b) Phase difference: the envelope enclosing
the right receptive field profile sits in the same
position as for the left receptive field, but
within the envelope, the right receptive field
has a different structure, responding best to
white light on the right hand side. When
tested with a bright bar, both of these
mechanisms produce a maximal response to a
stimulus with a disparity equal to that of T.
Position difference
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They found many neurons in the cat primary visual cortex
(V1) with different receptive field structures in the two eyes
(as illustrated in Figure 1b), and were able to describe this
difference well as a phase shift in a sinewave component.
Although this strongly supports the existence of a phase-
based mechanism, it does not exclude the existence of a
position-based mechanism — both mechanisms may
operate. In order to measure position shifts, it is necessary
to know exactly where both eyes are pointing, which is dif-
ficult to do in anaesthetised animals.
Recently an elegant electrophysiological technique has
been used to demonstrate the existence of both position
and phase shifts in binocular cortical neurons [5]. The
receptive fields of two neurons were mapped simult-
aneously, in both eyes. The relative positions of the two
receptive fields were measured in each eye. If the relative
positions are different in the two eyes, at least one of the
neurons has a position disparity, though which neuron is
not known. The results clearly show the existence of cells
with position disparities, in addition to cells with phase
disparities.
Anzai et al. [5] went on to point out that the measured phase
disparities have certain properties that make them more
suitable for disparity detection than the position disparities
— for example, the phase differences encode a somewhat
broader range of disparities. These quantitative arguments
must be treated with caution, however. First, it is not clear
how best to compare the two types of disparity — for
example, phase disparities are necessarily at right angles to
the receptive field orientation, whereas position disparities
can be in any direction. Second, the data come from popula-
tions of neurons that are not identical, the sample of
position disparities (n = 29) being much smaller than that of
phase disparities (n = 97). Consider the claim that the size
of phase disparities shows a significant correlation with the
receptive field orientation; if the correlation between posi-
tion disparity and receptive field orientation is not signifi-
cant, this may be only because of the small sample size.
Their analysis is compatible with there being correlations of
similar magnitudes for both phase and position disparities. 
Regardless of arguments about the quantitative contribu-
tions of the two mechanisms, this new study [5] does
make clear that both mechanisms operate. Furthermore,
many cells show both position disparities and phase dis-
parities. This indicates that there are not two separate
pathways, one using position and one using phase differ-
ences. Rather, both types of signal are mixed together in
the representation used by the brain. 
Phase disparities are, therefore, a fundamental part of the
brain’s mechanism for detecting binocular disparities. This
has implications beyond simply understanding how cortical
receptive fields are organised. First, it shows that dispari-
ties are not detected by first identifying distinctive features
in the two eyes — for neurons with phase shifts, the
optimal stimulus is actually a different luminance pattern
on the two retinae. Furthermore, it suggests that even
when only a single feature, such as a bar, is placed on dif-
ferent locations in the two eyes, this disparity is encoded
across a population of disparity detectors. The signals from
these detectors must subsequently be combined appropri-
ately to signal the presence of only one disparity.
The need to consider the output of many disparity
detectors is especially apparent for large phase shifts,
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Figure 2
When disparity is detected in simple cells by
means of a phase shift, the disparity selectivity
expected in response to black bars is different
from that expected in response to white bars.
In this example, a bright bar evokes the
strongest response when it lies behind the
reference cross (the image on the left retina is
displaced to the left). For a dark bar, a disparity
in front of the cross is optimal (the image on
the left retina is displaced to the right).
Right eyeLeft eye
Bright bar
Receptive field
profile
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when the preferred disparity of a neuron will depend upon
the type of stimulus that is used [6]. Activity in a neuron
such as that shown in Figure 2 could either indicate the
presence of a black bar at one depth or a white bar at a
very different depth. The neuron could also be activated
by a white bar in one eye and a black bar in the other —
two bars that do not even come from the same three-
dimensional location. Clearly signals from other neurons
must be integrated in order to distinguish these possibili-
ties. Some of these ambiguities are resolved in another
class of neurons (complex cells) in V1 [7,8].
The discrepancy between the properties of individual corti-
cal neurons and the perception of stereopsis is further
emphasised by recent experiments I performed with
Andrew Parker [9]. If neurons act like filters sensitive to
phase differences between the two eyes, then they should
still signal differences even when what is shown to one eye
is quite different from what is shown to the other. This is
true for neurons tested with white bars in one eye and black
bars in the other [7,8]. The tuning to these patterns resem-
bled an inverted copy of the responses to bars of the same
brightness, as one would expect of a simple filter.
We have now shown that, in the monkey, this inverted
disparity selectivity remains, even when black–white
reversal is applied to random dot stereograms, producing
‘anticorrelated’ stereograms [9]. What makes this result
interesting is that such stereograms do not allow stereo
depth discrimination (in humans or monkeys) — they
simply appear rivalrous. Under these circumstances, single
neurons in V1 signal disparity changes that are not
detected by the observer. Clearly the perception of stereo-
scopic depth does not simply reflect the activity of single
V1 neurons. Further processing is required to make
explicit the signals that support stereopsis.
Of course, stereoscopic perception may not be the only
role of disparity-selective neurons in V1. They may also
play some role in the generation of convergence eye
movements — the involuntary movements of the eyes in
opposite directions to align them on a binocular target.
Masson et al. [10] examined this possibility by measuring
eye movements elicited by random dot patterns. They
found that anticorrelated dot patterns elicited short-
latency vergence eye movements in the opposite direction
to those evoked by correlated dot patterns. The striking
similarity between these eye movements and the signals
carried by single neurons in V1 suggests a role in the
control of eye movements. 
Together, these studies put our understanding of the
mechanism by which single neurons extract signals about
three-dimensional shape on a firmer footing than ever
before. Ironically, this improvement in our understanding
of single neurons also emphasises that there is a great deal
we do not understand about how these signals lead to the
perception of depth. Where and how this is achieved by
the brain remains an open question, but these improve-
ments in our understanding of early cortical mechanisms
bring us closer to an answer. 
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